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Claesson Koivisto Rune

Claesson Koivisto Rune is a Swedish
architectural partnership, founded in
Stockholm, in 1995, by Mårten Claesson,
Eero Koivisto and Ola Rune. It started as an
architectural firm, but has since become an
internationally acclaimed, multi-disciplinary
office with an equal emphasis on both
architecture and design.
As the first Swedish office to have exhibited
in the international section at the Venice
Architecture Biennale, in 2004, they are
also responsible for award-winning projects
such as the Tind Prefab house collection for
Fiskarhedenvillan, Widlund House private villa
on Öland, Örsta Gallery building in Kumla, Sfera
Building culture house in Kyoto and Nobis Hotel
in Stockholm.
They design for such international companies
as Arflex, Asplund, Blueair, Boffi, Capdell,
Cappellini, Casamania, David design, Discipline,
Dune NY, Fontana Arte, Kasthall, Living Divani,
Offecct, Paola Lenti, Petite Friture, Swedese,
Tacchini, Wästberg, among others.
For their work they have received the German
Design Award (Gold and Silver) 2011 by the
Federal Republic of Germany, Designer of the
Year 2011 and Furniture of the Year 2012 by Elle
Deco (Sweden), twice named both Designer of
the Year and Best Seating in 2010 and 2014 by
Elle Décor Italia, and the Red Dot Design Award
– Best of the Best 2014, making them the first
office to hold a Red Dot in five different product
categories.

Stardust
A collection of printed
wall-to-wall carpets

The Stardust patterned wall-to-wall carpet
was designed for the Zander K Hotel project in
Bergen, Norway. Claesson Koivisto Rune has
been the architect behind the Zander K Hotel,
designed between 2015 and 2017.
The idea behind the Stardust design is to find
the perfect balance between a design and a
non-design – in essence, a design that doesn’t
feel designed.
The stardust dots are of course a repeated
pattern, but the overall effect is equally much
like an un-directional, random salt-and-pepper
melange. This sought-after delicate perception
ambiguity was achieved through meticulous
fine-tuning of dot sizes, dot spread and exact
colour hues of both dots and background.
The Stardust carpet is perfect when you want
an elegant yet stain forgiving carpet. And as
an architect you appreciate a pattern that can
turn corners, like in a hotel corridor, without the
need to change direction.
Mårten Claesson, Eero Koivisto and
Ola Rune Stockholm, 2017

Stardust is a printed collection within
Ogeborg Contract Design. The carpet
is manufactured in sixteen different
grades / yarn weights depending on the
requirements of both comfort and/or
durability of different types of surfaces.
4 m width, minimum quantity 100 m2.

Sirius grey

Taurus graphite

Virgo green
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